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Address SiChuan Machinery Imp. & Exp. Corp. (SCMC) 
No.2 Tongfuxiang, Xiyulong St. 
610015 
Chengdu, Sichuan Province

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SICHUAN HARDWARE, the branch of SCMC who is majored in exporting hardware products, in its long history of business all over the world, has
manufactured high quality glass hardware products such as shower hardware, spider hardware, patch fitting and glass door handle & locks. SICHUAN
HARDWARE holds the brand "SCH" coevring the fields specially for glass hardware products exporting. Now SICHUAN HARDWARE has added many
sorts of hardware products into our product range, now we have a full range of products for commercial and household glass door systems, and for
architechtural glass wall and exhibition system. 
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